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We show that any p-selective and self-reducible set is in P. As the
converse is also true, we obtain a new characterization of the class P.
A generalization and several consequences of this theorem are
discussed. Among other consequences, we show that under
reasonable assumptions auto-reducibility and self-reducibility differ on
NP, and that there are non-p-T-mitotic sets in NP. ] 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Separating complexity classes is a very popular, but
rarely won game in complexity theory. Frustrated by mis-
fortune, computer scientists have often turned to attempts
of characterizing complexity classes in a different way. The
hopes are, that the new characterization of the complexity
class may provide new insights and a ‘‘handle’’ to force the
separation where earlier attempts have failed. Well-known
examples of this are the many ways to define the class of
sets for which there exist small circuits [Pip79], and the
identification of various forms of interactive proof systems
with standard complexity classes as PSPACE, EXP, and
NP [Sha90, BFL90, ALM+92]. Also, the classification of
complexity classes by various logical theories is a rapidly
growing field of interest [Imm84, Imm87].
The class P, of polynomial time decidable sets, was first
described by Edmonds [Edm65] as the class of problems
for which feasible algorithms exist. Unfortunately, many
problems of interest are not known to be in P. Therefore,
interest has shifted from P, to classes ‘‘near’’ P, and classes
of sets as ‘‘near-testable’’ [GHJY91], ‘‘p-selective’’ [Sel79],
‘‘self-reducible’’ [MP79], and such have been defined.
For many of these, characterizations in terms of standard
complexity classes are more or less known. For instance,
it is known that all self-reducible sets are in PSPACE,
all p-cheatable self-reducible sets are in P [GJY93], all
p-cheatable and near testable sets are in P [GJY93], and all
disjunctively self-reducible sets are in NP [Ko83]. Further-
more, it is known that disjunctively self-reducible sets that
are, in addition, p-selective are all in P [Sel79].
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In this paper, we give a generalization of that theorem.
We show that if a set is both p-selective and Turing self-
reducible, then it is in P. As the converse is trivially true, this
gives a new characterization of P as the class of sets that are
both p-selective and self-reducible. The theorem is proved
by first showing that a p-selective set that is truth-table self-
reducible is in fact manyone self-reducible. It is known
[Ko83] that every manyone self-reducible set is in P.
Next, we generalize the theorem by showing that we can
construct a truth-table self-reduction from a given Turing
self-reduction. The two theorems hold, not only for self-
reducible sets, but also for auto-reducible sets. Unfor-
tunately, a manyone auto-reducible set may have non-
trivial complexity. We show that even within a class as NP,
auto-reducibility and self-reducibility probably differ.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we discuss some of the preliminaries and definitions. In Sec-
tion 3, we state our main theorems. In Section 4, we discuss
some of the consequences of the theorems, a generalization,
and limits to obtaining further generalizations.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let 7=[0, 1]. Strings are elements of 7* and are
denoted by small letters x, y, u, v, ... . For any string x, the
length of x is denoted by |x|. Languages are subsets of 7*,
and are denoted by capital letters A, B, C, S, .... For a set A,
the function /A will denote the characteristic function of A,
i.e., /A(x)=1 if x # A, and /A(x)=0 otherwise. For any set
S, the cardinality of S is denoted by &S&. We assume that the
reader is familiar with the standard Turing machine model
and other standard notions of complexity theory, as can be
found in [BDG88]. Nevertheless, some of the definitions
that we feel may not be common knowledge are cited below.
An oracle machine is a multi-tape Turing machine with
an input tape, an output tape, work tapes, and a query tape.
Oracle machines have three distinguished states query, yes,
and no, which are explained as follows: at some stage(s) in
the computation the machine may enter the state query,
and then goes to the state yes, or goes to the state no,
depending on the membership of the string currently written
on the query tape in a fixed oracle set.
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Oracle machines appear in the paper in two flavors: adap-
tive and nonadaptive. For a nonadaptive machine, queries
may not be interdependent, whereas an adaptive machine
may compute the next query depending on the answer to
previous queries. If a Turing machine M accepts (rejects) a
string x, we will sometimes write M(x)=1(M(x)=0). We
use the same notation for oracle machines (MA(x)=01).
The set of strings recognized by a Turing (oracle) machine
(with oracle A), is denoted by L(M)(L(M, A)).
We use polynomial time bounded adaptive oracle
machines to model Turing reductions (PT), and nonadap-
tive machines to model truth-table reductions (Ptt). For
polynomial time bounded machines, this yields definitions
equivalent to the standard definitions of reducibilities in
[LL75]. If the number of queries in a truth-table reduction
is fixed by some constant, we call such a reduction a bounded
truth-table reduction. If we can identify this constant; i.e.,
no more than k queries are generated on any input, then we
call such a reduction a k-truth-table reduction. A special
case is k=1, which appears in one of our theorems, the
P1&tt-reduction. If k=1 and moreover, the machine
reducing A to B accepts x iff the (single) query generated is
in B, then we speak of a manyone reduction, or Pm-reduc-
tion. A manyone reduction that sometimes accepts or
rejects without producing a query is called Pm^-reduction.
Such a reduction can easily be translated into a manyone
reduction for oracle sets that are neither < nor 7*. There-
fore, we will make no significant difference between these
two types of reductions. A reduction (of any of the above
types) is called positive for any two oracles AB it holds
that L(M, A)L(M, B) [Sel82].
The set of queries generated on input x by oracle machine
M is denoted QM(x). For adaptive machines, this set may be
oracle dependent, and is therefore denoted QAM(x), if A is the
oracle set. The (possibly exponential size) set of all possible
queries generated by adaptive machine M on input xalso
called the query tree of M on input xis denoted QTM(x).
Meyer and Paterson [MP79] introduced self-reducible
sets. A more accessible definition can be found, e.g., in
[Ko83]. We first copy Ko’s definition of a polynomially
well-founded and length-related ordering.
Definition 1. A partial ordering <} on 7* is poly-
nomially well-founded and length related if there is a poly-
nomial p such that
1. x<} y can be decided in p( |x|+| y| ) steps
2. x<} y implies |x| p( | y| ) for all x, y # 7* and
3. the length of a <} -decreasing chain is shorter than p
of its <} -maximal element.
Relative to such an order, we can define self-reducibility.
Definition 2. A set A is (polynomial time) self-
reducible iff, there exists a polynomially well-founded length
related order <} on 7*, such that APT A via an oracle
machine M that on input x queries only strings y for which
y<} x.
Of course, we may replace the adaptive self-reducing
machine by a nonadaptive machine and obtain nonadaptive
or truth-table self-reducibility. Self-reducibility is a special
case of auto-reducibility, for which it is just required that M,
on input x, queries only strings y for which y{x. Self-
reducibility is strongly related to a property that is shared
by some sets in NP. This notion was introduced by Borodin
and Demers [BD76] as functional self-reducibility. A set A
is called functional self-reducible if a proof for membership
in A for a string x can be generated in polynomial time using
A as an oracle. We will adopt modern terminology for this
property and say that such a set has search reduces to
decision (SRTD).
Definition 3 [BD76, NOS93, BBFG91]. Let L be in
NP. x # L can be defined as _y[ | y| p( |x| ) 7 RL(x, y)]
for some polynomial p and some polynomial time com-
putable relation RL . We say that RL and p define L. Let
witnessL, R(x)=[ y | RL(x, y)]. We say that search reduces
to decision for L iff there exists a partial function f L # PF L
such that for all x # 7*: x # L W f L(x) # witnessL, R(x), for
some relation RL defining L. The oracle access of f can be
defined both adaptively and nonadaptively. SRTD is some-
times equipped with the prefix ‘‘(non)adaptive’’ accordingly.
Selman introduced p-selective sets in [Sel79], which are
a direct translation of the semi-recursive sets introduced, in
the context of an attempted solution to Post’s program, by
Jockusch [Joc68].
Definition 4. A set A is called p-selective iff there exists
a polynomial time computable function f : 7*_7* [ 7*,
called a p-selector, such that for any x, y # 7*
1. f (x, y) # [x, y] and
2. /A( f (x, y))=max[/A(x), /A( y)].
3. MAIN RESULTS
Selman showed in [Sel79] that a set L is disjunctively
self-reducible and p-selective if and only if L is in P. In
[NOS93], a similar characterization of P is obtained,
which shows that only the sets in P can be both p-selective
and have search nonadaptively reducing to decision.
We obtain another characterization of P here, which is a
direct generalization of the result in [Sel79] and a direct
improvement upon [Ko83]. We show for general (Turing)
self-reducible sets, that p-selectivity of such a set means that
it is in P. The best known result before our theorem was due
to Ko [Ko83], who proved that p-selective self-reducible
sets are all in 7P2 . Before we prove our theorem, let us make
a useful statement on p-selective sets.
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Lemma 1. [TODA91] Let B be a p-selective set and
V7*. The p-selector f for B induces a total quasi order Pf
on V such that:
1. \x, y # V: xPf y  [x # B  y # B].
2. any finite set V7* can be ordered in time polynomial
in &V&_max[ |x| | x # V ] as V=[x1 , ..., xn] such that
xi Pf xi+1.
Proof. We define xP f y iff there exists a sequence
z0=x, ..., zn= y such that f (zi , zi+l)=zi+1 . Then this order
is total, since f (x, y) # [x, y]. It remains to show that
x # B  y # B can be concluded from xP f y. Suppose
xP f y, that z0=x, ..., zn= y, where f (zi , zi+1)=zi+1 , and
x # B. Then /B(x)=1 and /B(zi+1/B(zi) for all i. Hence
/B( y)=1.
For 2 we will use induction on the size of V. For any two
strings xi and xj in V, either xi P f xj or xj P f xi or both,
and in time polynomial in |xi |+|xj | we can decide which of
the first two cases hold. Next we play a knock-out tourna-
ment (cf. [Moo68, p. 48]) among the n strings in V, where
we say that x beats y if xP f y. (If xP f y is established, then
yP f x is not examined, so a draw may end in an arbitrary
winner, which is okay, since in that case x # B iff y # B.) Let
x0 be the winner of the tournament. If x0 # B, then xi # B for
all i, and if there is an i such that xi  B, then x0  B.
By induction hypothesis, the set of n&1 strings V&[x0]
can be ordered into a chain [x1 , ..., xn&1], such that
xi P f xi+1. Then x0 P f x1 P f } } } P f xn&1 is the chain
searched for. K
We note here that, although for any two strings x and y
and p-selector f one of xP f y or yP f x can be decided in
time polynomial in |x|+| y|, but the question whether both
hold (i.e., if a chain can be found that connects x and y in
the other direction) may be undecidable for certain f.
The chain order of finite sets of strings is all we need
to prove the first theorem, which states that p-selective
truth-table auto-reducible sets are in fact many-one auto-
reducible. On input x, we let the nonadaptive machine
generate a list of queries, order these, and conclude that one
query is enough to determine membership of x in the set.
Theorem 2. A set A that is both p-selective and auto-
reducible via a nonadaptive machine M is manyone auto-
reducible via M$ such that QM$(x)QM(x).
Proof. Let Ma witness the nonadaptive auto-reduction
for A and let f be the p-selector. We will show that there
exist an Pm^-reduction from A to A, in which the string
produced (if any) is one of the queries in the truth-table
reduction. We assume that Ma generates at least one query
on input x, otherwise the Pm^-auto-reduction is straight-
forward. We simulate Ma(x) to generate the queries q1 , ...,
qp( |x| ) . Now we order the set consisting of these queries and
x into a chain z1 , ..., zp( |x| )+1 , according to Lemma 3 (i.e.,
such that /A(zi)/A(zi+1)). We claim that the query q with
the property that x # A W q # A, is immediately adjacent to
x in this chain. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that the queries in the truth table q1 , ..., qp(n) are (re)num-
bered in the same order as these queries appear in the
sequence z1 , ..., zp(n)+1 ; i.e., we assume that /A(qi)
/A(qi+1). Then, of the 2p(n) possible values for the string
/A(q1) } } } /A(qp(n)) only the p(n)+1 strings 0 } } } 0, 0 } } } 01,
0 } } } 011, ..., 01 } } } 1, 1 } } } 1 remain possible. The corre-
sponding values for /A(x) can easily be derived from the
program Ma by simulating Ma(x) for each of these strings
in turn, deciding a next state for each query state on the
corresponding bit of the string, rather than querying the
oracle.
We conclude that the truth-table degenerates to
/A(q1) /A(q2) } } } /A(qp(n&1)) /A(qp(n)) /A(x)
0 0 } } } 0 0 b1
0 0 } } } 0 1 b2
b b b b b b
0 1 } } } 1 1 bp(n)
1 1 } } } 1 1 bp(n)+1
where bi=0 or bi=1, depending on whether the simulation
to obtain this value described above, ends in reject or
accept.
The string x can appear in three possible positions in the
sequence q1 , ..., qp(n):
1. xP f q1 . Then /A(q1)/A(x). On the other hand, the
only row in which /A(q1){0 is the ( p(n)+1)th row of the
truth table. Hence, we can conclude that either x  A (in
case bp(n)+1=0), or that x # A W q1 # A.
2. qp(n) P f x. Then /A(qn)/A(x). On the other hand,
the only row in which /A(qn)=0 is the first row. So we can
conclude that either x # A (in case b1=1), or that x # A W
qn # A.
3. _i : qi P f xP f qi+1 . In this case /A(qi)=1  x # A
and /A(qi+1)=0  x  A. If /A(qi)=0 and /A(qi+1)=1,
then /A(qj)=0 for all ji and /A(qj)=1 for all ji+1.
Therefore, /A(x)=bp(n)&i+1 . Depending on the value of
bp(n)&i+1, there remain two possible truth tables.
/A(qi) /A(qi+1) /A(x) /A(qi) /A(qi+1) /A(x)
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
So either /A(x)=/A(qi) or /A(x)=/A(qi+1) and we can
decide which is the case, without querying the oracle. K
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Next we show, that a Turing auto-reduction for a p-selec-
tive set can be transformed into a truth-table auto-reduction
and therefore, with the help of Theorem 2, into a manyone
auto-reduction.
Theorem 3. A set A that is both p-selective and auto-
reducible via machine M, is auto-reducible via a nonadaptive
machine that queries a polynomial subset of QTM(x).
Proof. Let Ma be an adaptive auto-reduction for A, and
let f be p-selector for A. We will show how to construct a
nonadaptive auto-reduction Ma$ for A. We start by simu-
lating Ma on input x. If Ma accepts x or rejects x without
ever reaching the query state then we are done, so we may
assume that Ma , on input x, reaches the state query at least
once. We simulate the computation of Ma . Each time that
Ma reaches the query state, we continue the computation
either in the yes state or the no state, not by querying the
oracle, but by the outcome of the computation of f (x, q),
where q is the query presently written on the oracle tape. By
this process we reach either an accepting or a rejecting state,
and identify on the way a polynomial number of queries
q1 , ..., qp(n) . We claim that the truth-table can be built from
these queries, the accept or reject state reached, and the out-
come of the selector computations on the way. We will first,
however, describe the simulation. Let q1 , ..., qk&1 be a
sequence of queries generated by the simulation so far, and
assume that the simulation has reached the state query with
qk written on the oracle tape.
If f (x, qk)=qk then qk  A  x  A, so we continue the
simulation in the yes state. Otherwise, we know that
qk # A  x # A. In this case, we continue the simulation in
the no state.
Claim 4. If ql , ..., qk is the sequence of queries generated
by the simulation above, then there exists a nonadaptive
oracle machine that generates q1 , ..., qk and computes /A(x)
correctly on the basis of the answers to these queries.
Proof. The simulation does not query the oracle, so a
nonadaptive machine Ma$ that generates these queries
exists. Now having received the answers to the queries and
hence knowing /A(q1), ..., /(qk), machine Ma$ correctly
computes /A(x) as follows. If for all i, /A(qi)=0 W qi P f x,
then the simulation has assumed the right answer to the
queries and the computation path followed is correct. We
can accept or reject according to the simulation. Otherwise,
we can identify a qi , such that either /A(qi)=0 and xP f qi ,
in which case we can reject, or qi Px and /A(qi)=1, in
which case we can accept. K
This concludes the proof of the theorem. K
Close inspection of the proof of Theorem 3 shows that the
truth-table reduction produced is in fact a positive truth-
table. Hence we might refer to Selman [Sel82], who showed
that a set that is positive truth-table self-reducible and
p-selective is in P, instead of to Theorem 2, to obtain the
following corollary for self-reducible sets. Recall that self-
reducibility is a special case of auto reducibility, and that a
manyone self-reducible set is in P.
Corollary 5. A set A is (Turing) self-reducible and
p-selective if and only if A is in P.
4. SOME CONSEQUENCES AND QUESTIONS
In this (last) section, we will discuss some corollaries to
the theorems, and attempt a generalization. We will indicate
why further generalizations are probably hard to obtain
(if they can be obtained at all).
4.1. Consequences of the Theorems
From the assumption E{NE, it follows that there exists
a tally set in NP-P [Boo74]. Selman showed in [Sel82],
that for any tally language T, there exists a p-selective set A
such that TPT A and A
P
pos&tt T. From this, it follows that
E{NE implies the existence of a p-selective set in NP-P.
Our theorems imply that such a set cannot be self-reducible.
Since any self-reducible tally set is in P, the existence of
a non-self-reducible set in NP-P follows directly from
[Boo74]. Not every tally set, however, is p-selective.
Corollary 6. There exists a p-selective set in NP that
is not self-reducible unless NE=E.
Naik, Ogihara, and Selman [NOS93] show, under the
assumption NE & co&NE{E, that there exists a p-selec-
tive set in NP-P for which search reduces to decision. We
claim that ‘‘search reduces to decision’’ implies auto-
reducibility.
Proposition 7. If A is a set for which search reduces to
decision, then A is auto-reducible.
Proof. Let MSRTD witness the fact that A has SRTD, for
a relation RA and a polynomial p defining A. We are going
to define Mauto that is an auto-reduction for A. Mauto works
as follows. On input x, simulate MSRTD. Mauto records each
bit written on the query tape on a special tape. Mauto follows
the actions taken by MSRTD, unless MSRTD enters the query
state and the string written on the query tape is x. In that
case, Mauto continues the simulation in the yes state. Let z
be the output of the computation. Accept iff RA(x, z). First
we note, that indeed the input string x is never queried by
Mauto . To see that M Aauto(x)=/A(x), observe that if x # A
then the assumed answers to the query x (if it appears)
are all correct. Hence MSRTD outputs a string such that
RA(x, z). On the other hand, if x  A, then a string z such
that RA (x, z) does not exist. Hence such a string can not be
output of the computation. K
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It is known that all sets in NP that are complete under
PT reductions have SRTD [Sel92]. Together with Proposi-
tion 7, this gives the following corollary.
Corollary 8 [BF92]. If A is PT-complete for NP
then A is auto-reducible.
This corollary is also interesting seen in the light that such
a fact is plainly not true for r.e. sets, since Ladner [Lad73]
has demonstrated T-complete r.e. sets that are not mitotic
and, hence, not auto-reducible (for recursive reductions of
course).
The p-selective set in NP-P cited before [NOS93] is
clearly not self-reducible. As it does have SRTD and, hence,
is auto-reducible we conclude:
Corollary 9. There exists a set in NP that is auto-
reducible but not self-reducible unless NE & co&NE=E.
Beigel et al. [BBFG91] have shown the existence of a set
(under the assumption that NEE{EE) for which search
does not reduce to decision. It is straightforward to see that
this set is also not auto-reducible. If NEE{EE then NP-P
has a so-called log-sparse set T, i.e., a tally set for which the
difference in length between two elements is exponential.
Naik [Nai92] observed, in answer to an earlier question,
that TT is a set that is auto-reducible, but for which still
search does not reduce to decision. To sum up, we find that
for NP (under appropriate assumptions):
1. Any set for which search reduces to decision is auto-
reducible.
2. Any set that is self-reducible is also auto-reducible.
3. There exists a set that is auto-reducible, for which
search does not reduce to decision.
4. There exists a set that is auto-reducible, which is not
self-reducible.
5. There exists a set for which search reduces to deci-
sion, which is not self-reducible.
This leaves open only the question: Is there a set in NP
that is self-reducible, for which search does not reduce to
decision? As for the interesting question whether every self-
reducible set in NP is disjunctively self-reducible, we note
that Naik [Nai92] has shown under the assumption UE{
co&UE, that there exists a set in NP which is conjunctively
self-reducible yet not disjunctively self-reducible.
Ambos-Spies [AS84] has shown, that any set that is p-T-
mitotic is also p-T-auto-reducible. It follows immediately
from this observation that
Corollary 10. There exists a non p-T-mitotic set in NP
unless NEE=EE.
4.2. A First Generalization
The theorems in the previous section state results about
sets that are both self-reducible and p-selective. We could
weaken the assumption of the theorems by assuming that a
self-reducible set A is not itself p-selective, but reducible to
some p-selective set B, and see what this implies for the com-
plexity of A for different reducibilities. Of course, if APm B,
then A is p-selective via the selector function for B, so A # P
follows. It is known however [HHO+92], that there are
sets that are not p-selective, but P1&tt-reducible to a
p-selective set. Therefore, a proof that a self-reducible set A
P1&tt -reducible to a set B is in P, is a result that does not
follow directly from the theorems in the previous section.
Theorem 11. Let A be auto-reducible via M and B
be p-selective. Suppose AP1&tt B. Then A is 
P
1&tt -auto-
reducible via M$, where QM$(x)QTM(x).
Proof. First we show how to transform the adaptive
auto-reduction into a non-adaptive auto-reduction with the
help of the P1&tt -reduction from A to B, using the p-selec-
tor f for B. Although A may not be p-selective, we can still
order any two strings in a certain way. Let M1 witness the
fact that AP1&tt B and let z1 and z2 be strings. Let z$1 be the
query generated on input z1 by M1 and z$2 the query
generated on input z2 . The following four situations (omit-
ting degenerate cases) can occur:
1. z1 # A W z$1 # B and z2 # A W z$2 # B
2. z1 # A W z$1  B and z2 # A W z$2 # B
3. z1 # A W z$1  B and z2 # A W z$2 # B
4. z1 # A W z$1 # B and z2 # A W z$2  B.
We wish to perform a simulation of the Turing reduction
as in the proof of Theorem 3 and produce a polynomial
number of queries from which the truth-table can be con-
structed. We do not have a p-selector for A, but we can,
given x and the query qk , produce the queries x$ and q$k , by
partially simulating the P1&tt -reduction M1 . We treat the
four cases above separately. Let x play the role of z1 , and let
qk play the role of z2 . The queries generated by M1 on input
x and qk are then z$1 and z$2 , respectively. Compute f (z$1 , z$2).
The two possible outcomes of this, and the four possible
cases above, give eight possible continuation decisions in
the simulation. Coarsely, these eight cases reduce to two: If
we can conclude /A(X) from the assumption qk # A, then we
continue in the no state, and if we can conclude /A(x) from
the assumption qk  A, then we continue in the yes state, so
that the path defined produces a truth-table as in the proof
of Theorem 2. The eight cases are spelled out here to show
that we always land in one of the two cases. The reader may
skip to the next paragraph without missing crucial lines in
the proof:
(i) case 1 and z$1P f z$2 . In this case we know that
qk  A  z$2  B  z$1  B  x  A. Hence the simulation is
continued in the yes state.
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(ii) case 1 and z$2P f z$1 . In this case we know that
qk # A  z$2 # B  z$1 # B  x # A. Hence the simulation is
continued in the no state.
(iii) case 2 and z$1P f z$2 . In this case we know that
qk # A  z$2  B  z$1  B  x # A. Hence the simulation is
continued in the no state.
(iv) case 2 and z$2P f z$1 . In this case we know that
qk  A  z$2 # B  z$1 # B  x  A. Hence the simulation is
continued in the yes state.
(v) case 3 and z$1P f z$2 . In this case we know that
qk  A  z$2  B  z$1  B  x # A. Hence the simulation is
continued in the yes state.
(vi) case 3 and z$2P f z$1 . In this case we know that
qk # A  z$2 # B  z$1 # B  x  A. Hence the simulation is
continued in the no state.
(vii) case 4 and z$1P f z$2 . In this case we know that
qk # A  z$2  B  z$1  B  x  A. Hence the simulation is
continued in the no state.
(viii) case 4 and z$2P f z$1 . In this case we know that
qk  A  z$2 # B  z$1 # B  x # A. Hence the simulation is
continued in the yes state.
The rest of this part of the proof runs along the lines of
Claim 4. Either the assumed answers to all queries produced
by the simulation are corroborated by the oracle, or at least
one is inconsistent with the oracle, and a conclusion about
membership of x in A can immediately be drawn.
We now continue to show that the non-adaptive auto-
reduction for A, say Mauto can, again with the help of the
p-selector, be transformed into a single-query auto-reduc-
tion. Let q1 , ..., qp(n) be the queries produced by Mauto on
input x. Let M1 produce query x$ on input x, and q$i on input
qi . Since B is p-selective, we can produce a chain order from
q$1 , ..., q$p(n) and x$, and prove, like in the proof of Theorem
3, that /A(x) can be concluded from /A(qi), where q$i is one
of the (at most two) strings adjacent to x$ in the chain order.
The argument is only slightly more elaborate than the
argument in Theorem 3, probably because the reduction is
not necessarily positive. First we assume that M <1 (x){
M [x$]1 (x). Otherwise, we can compute /A(x) without query-
ing the oracle. Likewise, we may assume for each i that
M<1 (qi){M
[q$i ]
1 (qi). Otherwise, there exists an equivalent
truth-table auto-reduction where such a qi is not a query.
This time, we assume the queries q$i (re)numbered in chain
order and distinguish three cases:
1. x$P f q$1 . In this case q$1  B  x$  B  /A(x)=
M<1 (x). On the other hand, if we know that q$1 # B
then \i(q$i # B). Then we can compute /A(q1), ..., /A(qp(n))
from this information and M1 , and if we know
/A(q1), ..., /A(qp(n)) then we can compute /A(x). /B(q$1) in
turn, can be computed from /A(q1).
2. q$p(n)P f x$. In this case q$p(n) # B  x$ # B  /A(x)=
M [x$]1 (x). On the other hand, if we know that q$p(n)  B then
\i(q$i  B). Then we can compute /A(q1), ..., /A(qp(n)) and
/A(x) can be computed as in the previous case. We infer that
in this case, /A(x) is derivable from /A(qn).
3. _i[q$i Px$Pq$i]. In this case /B(q$i)=1  x$ # B, and
/B(q$i+1)=0  x$  B. Both cases provide enough informa-
tion to compute /A(x). The only case left to examine, is the
case where /B(q$i)=0 and /B(q$i+1)=1. In this case
/B(q$j)=0 for all ji, and /(q$j)=1 for all ji+1. There-
fore, this assumption also fixes /A(x). We conclude, that we
can certainly compute /A(x) in this case from /B(q$i) and
/B(q$i+1), and therefore from /A(qi) and /A(qi+1). It
remains to show that we can compute /A(x) from only one
of these values. There remain four possible truth tables on
/B(q$i) and /B(q$i+1) and outcome /A(x). We show, that all
four of these degenerate to one query truth-tables (and, of
course, the value of the characteristic function for the
remaining query can be computed from M1 and the value of
the corresponding string.) The four tables are as follows:
/B(q$i) /B(q$i+1) /A(x) /B(q$i) /B(q$i+1) /A(x)
0 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 0
/B(q$i) /B(q$i+1) /A(x) /B(q$i) /B(q$i+1) /A(x)
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
In each of the cases, for z equal to either q$i or q$i+l , either
x # A iff z # B, or x # A iff z  B.
This concludes the proof of the theorem. K
Since P1&tt-self-reducibility (as 
P
m-self-reducibility) for a
set A implies membership of A in P, we derive the following
corollary.
Corollary 12. If A is self-reducible, B is p-selective and
AP1&tt B, then A # P.
The following theorem shows that Theorem 11 can
probably not be generalized to Turing reductions.
Theorem 13. If E{UE, then there exists sets D and B
in NP-P such that:
1. D is disjunctively self-reducible,
2. B is p-selective, and
3. DPT B.
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Proof. The assumption E{UE implies the existence of
a tally set T in UP-P. Let RT and q(n) define T in the sense
of Definition 3. Since T # UP-P, there is for each 0n # T
exactly one string w such that RT (0n, w). We call this string
the witness for 0n.
Let D=prefix(T )=[(0n, y) | y is a prefix of w and
RT (0n, w)]. It is not hard to see that D is disjunctively
self-reducible (cf. Selman [Sel88]). Also, TPm D since
0n # T iff (0n, *) # D. Now as T # NP-P it follows that
also D # NP-P. Furthermore, D is sparse since for each
0n # T there is only one witness of size q(n) and there are
only q(n) prefixes of w. Since D is sparse there is a tally
set T $ in NP such that DPT T $ (cf. [HIS85]). From this
and the earlier cited result by Selman [Sel82] we infer






Very recently, Beigel et al. [BKS94] have improved upon
this theorem, by showing that there exists a relativized
world such that there exists a disjunctive self-reducible set A
in NP-P such that A is P2&tt-reducible to some p-selective
set.
On the other hand, Buhrman et al. [BTB93] proved that
any set that is positively Turing reducible to a p-selective
set is itself p-selective. Therefore it follows directly that
Theorem 11 also holds with 1&tt reductions replaced by
positive Turing reductions. Finally, we can infer from
Theorem 11 the following corollaries.
Corollary 14. [TODA91] EXP does not have P1&tt-
hard sets that are p-selective.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that EXP does have
P1&tt-hard sets that are p-selective then EXP has Turing
hard sparse sets, so EXPPpoly and therefore EXP7P2 .
On the other hand, SAT # EXP, so SAT is then P1&tt-
reducible to some p-selective set, and then from Theorem 11
it follows that P=NP, the hierarchy collapses and EXPP
which contradicts the time-hierarchy theorem. K
Corollary 15. Let C be any of the following classes:
NP, PP, PSPACE. Then C=P if and only if there exists a
P1&tt-hard set for C that is p-selective.
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